A FOGGY DAY
ALL THE THINGS YOU DO
ALL THE WAY
APRIL IN PARIS
APRIL SHOWERS
BAUBLES I
BOTTLED BEWITCHED
BEYOND THE SEA
BUDIN MY TIME
BIRTH OF THE BLUE
BLUE MOON
BRAZIL
BREATHE ALONG WITH ME
BUT NOT FOR ME

MAHIN WUKROPE
MANHATTAN
MOONGLOW
MR. LUCKY

NICE WORK IF YOU CAN.
ON A CLEAR DAY
ON THE STREET WHERE YOU LIVED
ON THE SUNNY SIDE
OUR LOVE IS HERE

PENNIE'S FRIEND
PEOPLE WILL SAY

ROCKABYE YOUR BABY
SATIN DOILY
SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY
SOMEONE LOVES ME
SO RARE

SWINGING

STRIKE UP THE B.
SURREY WALK
TAKIN' A CHANCE ON ME
THE MORE I SEE YOU
THE ODD COUPLE
THE VERY THOUGHT OF YOU
THEY ALL LAUGHED
THEY CAN'T TAKE THAT A
THIS GUY'S IN LOVE
TIME AFTER TIME
TOO MANY GOOD TIMES
VOLARE

WALKIN' MY BABY B.O.H.
WALKIN' WITH THEE
WHEN SUNNY GETS B'L
WITCHCRAFT
WON'T IT BE LOVABLE
YOU MAKE ME FEEL SO YOUNG
YOU'RE GETTING TO BE A HABIT
YOU STEPPED OUT OF A DR.
ZIP A DEE DOO DAH
ZING WEN THE STRIES

I THOUGHT ABOUT YOU

IT MIGHT AS WELL BE
IT'S THE TALK OF THE TOWN
WHEN YOU LOVE
LET'S CALL THE WHISKEY OFF
LET'S FALL IN LOVE

IN L.A.
JUST FRIENDS
SOLO GUITAR (G7P tuning)

Choice Late 60’s, Early 70’s

1. Alfie - ALFIE
2. Tell Me - BARRY MANILOW
3. Big Boys - BOB DYLAN
4. Up On The Roof - THE IN-CROWD
5. Sunny - BLOOD, SWEAT & TEARS

Choice Middle 50’s thru Middle 60’s

A Sunday Kind of Love - BLONDIE
Summertime - GEORGE GERSHWIN
A Certain Smile - DICK DALE
April Love - ANTHONY NEWLEY
Around the World - THE BEATLES
(How Much Is That Doggie in the Window?) - PEGGY LEWIS
All the Way - DIANA ROSS
Lush Life - BILLIE HOLIDAY
Chances Are - CARY GRANT
Quiet Nights - THE MAMELLAS

IN THE LAND OF MAKE BELIEVE

Goin’ Out of My Head - THE PLATTERS
It’s Gonna Be a Long Time - DAVE CLARK 5
A Kiss in the Dark - THE RAT Pack
How to Handle a Woman - THE BEACH BOYS
If I Were a Bell - RAY CHARLES
If I Were a Bell - THE TEMPTATIONS
I Remember You - JIMMY DURANTE
It’s All in the Game - ANDRE PREVIN
Love Is a Many Splendored Thing - THElonious MONK
Let It Be Me - THE BEATLES
Love is Strange - BOB DYLAN
Man with the Blues - JOHN LEE HOOKER
Man, Woman & Child - BOB DYLAN
Maria - LUCIANO PAVAROTTI
Maria - THE CARPENTERS
Maria - THE ROLLING STONES
Maria - THE LINKS
Match-Up - YUVA
Merchants of Coolidge - JIMI HENDRIX
Miss You - THE BYRDS
Monterey - JIMMY BO DURANTE
My Moon, My Man - BOBBY DARIN
Naked City Themes - ROBERTO MIGUEL
What Are You Doing, Miss? (When I Fall in Love) - THE PLATTERS
Wedding Bell Blues (Mr. Tambourine Man) - BOB DYLAN
When I Fall in Love - THE PLATTERS
Zip & Dee-Dah - THE CORDOVA SISTERS
PROSPECTIVE 'ROCK & ROLL' TUNES FOR JACIE & TED

SUN 2.19.60

JIMMY JAMES
"FINGER POPPIN' LET'S DO, LET'S GO"

OH BABY DOLL
"BACK IN THE USA"
"YOU NEVER CAN TELL"
"ABBBIN' "ROCKIN'"
"LET THE LITTLE GIRL LAromise"

DOOLAN WYATT
"DON'T DOWN YANKEE IN N.O.
"SWEET TAPIN' GUY"

BLACK SABBATH
"HAPPY QUICK" "MY BLUE HEAVEN"

MAYBE PARDON
"SIXTEEN CANDLES"

IT'S ALL IN THE GAME
"ONE IS ALL ALONE"
"THEME FROM 'A SUMMER PLACE'
"THE BIG AUST"
"TO THE APPE"
"IN THE STYLE OF TIDEN"
"COME SWAY TO ME"
"SING'S I WANT YOU BABY"
"SEABED UP A RISE"
"I WANT TO BE wanted"
"BABY I'M YOURS"
"HIGH SCHOOL CONFIDENTIAL"
"THE LOC-MOTION"
"RIP IT UP"
"WITHOUT LOVE"
"PLAYBOY"
"SHAYAR"
"LONESOME TOWN"
"ONLY THE LONELY"
"RUNNING SAND"
"BLUE SUEDE SHOES"
"IN THE MIDNIGHT HOUR"
"DON'T FIGHT IT"
"I AM NEVER"
"S Hick A HH, 6:43"
"THANK YOU"
"MONEY"
"Were BESGEE"
"STAGGER LEE"
"JIMMY REED TUNES"
"TAMMY"
"A CERTAIN SMILE"
"LION IS THE WIND"
"TEN-MILE "HONKY"
"SECRET"
"HURST LE BIGGER THAN LUR"E"
"EVERYBODY"
"SOUTH SHORES"
"SUZY (Kyu Sakamoto)"
"LET ME IN (Kaweco)"
"KEEP SEARCHING"
"MASHED POTATO TIME"
"DEDICATED TO THE O.E. I Love"
"LIVE YOU RAVE ME TOMORROW"
"MAMA SAYS"
"BIG JOHN"
"GOLDEN BOY"
"THIS I SUGAR"
"IT HAPPENED TO ME"
"YOU KEEP ME HANGIN' ON"
"REFLECTIONS"
"TO MANY TIMES"
"SWEET LITTLE BABY"
"TEA CODE"
"ALFIE"
"ANYONE WHO HAD A H D"
"DON'T MAKE ME CRY"
"YOU BEAT ME TO THE PUNCH"
"LONELY TEARDROPS"
"THAT'S WHY"
"BABY WORKOUT"
"FREEDOM IN MY LIFE"
"MY CHEESE AMOUR"
"I'M GONNA PUT RIGHT DOWN A VAR, I'M ON A LETTER"
"YOU'VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES"

BEATLES
"SWEET NOVIN
"I WANT TO BE HARRY"
Some Songs in Tom & Jerry Cartoons  Early 7-20-91

Sing Before Breakfast    Here Comes the Sun
Sweet & Lovely          Carousel
Dusktown Strutting Ball  Hello Goodbye
Boo Boo Boo             Milkman Keep Ticking the Cist
Tiger Ray               See You In My Dreams
Horses                 Milkman Keep Ticking the Cist
Wonderful One           See You In My Dreams
Happy Days Are Here Again
And In Autumn Autumn
I Cried For You          Fast Time Joe
How About You           Sleepy Head
Sing Before Breakfast    Over the Rainbow
Drum Song               Worry Song
Over There              We're Off to See the Wizard
Anchors Aweigh          Frolick Song
You Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby Face
Baby Face               You Gotta See Mama Every Nite
Mama Yo Quiero          Fatale Quiet Cat
You Gotta See Mama Every Nite
Honey Bee Ding Song Daddy
Eleanor June            I Faded Away
The Chase               I Faded Away
Lester bunsone          In the Hollywood Bowl
China Boy               Overture
Deep Purple             J. STRAUSS
Broadway Rhythm         Neue Lieder
Day Break (Broke)
Sleepy Time Joe
Thank You for a Lovely Evening
I'm Swimming in the World
Spreadin' Rhythm Around
You're a Sweetheart
Running With
All God's Chillen' Got Rhythm
Man of a Hundred Sleeps
You're Not Late
Do Re Mi
Sweetheart
I'll Give You Mine
She's My Wife
We're Going Away
Step On the Gas
Just Around the Corner
Washington Serenade
How Down Shorter Than the St. Louis Blues
Shanghai Blues
My Blue Heaven
Last Shore of Madding Coy
Fernandez
Fernandez
Fernandez
Fernandez
Fernandez
Fernandez
Fernandez
Fernandez
Fernandez
Fernandez
JAZZ BALLADS

ALL THE WAY G F slow

GEORGIA ON MY MIND C# F

HERE'S THAT RAINY DAY Bb G Fb Bb

JUST ONE OF THOSE THINGS A T
d6

I CAN'T GET STARTED A F major

I'M OLD FASHIONED A Bb D G Bb

I'M GONNA TELL YOU ALL MY SECRETS G Fb Gb Fb Gb

I'M GONNA TELL YOU ALL MY SECRETS G Fb Gb Fb Gb

I'M GONNA TELL YOU ALL MY SECRETS G Fb Gb Fb Gb

I WILL CLOSE MY EYES A Dm

I'M GONNA TELL YOU ALL MY SECRETS G Fb Gb Fb Gb

IT HAD TO BE YOU D Bb D

IT NEVER ENTERED MY MIND C F# Bb

I'M GROWN ACCUSTOMED TO HEAR F F A# E Gb

ONCE IN A WHILE F A # G C

THE WAY YOU LOOK TONIGHT F Bb A G

RUB THE NEARNESS OF YOU Bb C6 D F Bb A Gb

SURE THING WHEREOUWHEN C Bb

THE VERY THOUGHT C Bb

YOU'LL NEVER KNOW Bb Bb D Gb

SUMMERTIME F G F Gm Am

MY FUNNY VALENTINE Fm

BREAKIN' UP IS HARD TO DO

WALKIN' MY BABY HOME G

YOU MUST HAVE SEEN A BEAUT

A SLOW WALTZ ROSE

BACH CHORAL MELODY

F

WONDERFUL F
Ballads

A Certain Smile
All My Loving
Beyond the Blue
Both Sides Now
Danny Boy
Emmylou
Girl Meets the Sun
I'm Never Gonna Get costume
It's All Over Now
Love
Life
One Person
 Regiment
 Shadow Waltz
The Girl Next Door

Medium Grooves
April Showers
Blues in the Night
Days of Wine and Roses
Don't Sleep in the Subway
Dream a Little Dream
Now You Belong to Me

Slow
Reach Out for Me

1 2 Beats

Bacharach (Mann-Weil)
Kalamazoo

Abd
A
d
I can't get started

Doo Wop

Love Potion No. 9
Mellowed

The Girl Next Door
The Most Beautiful

Latin
Descuido
Destino
Downtown
Georgy Girl
Girl from Ipanema
Goin' Out to the Lonely Place
In My Life
It's All Over Now
Jukebox
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story
Love Story

A house is not a home. "New" tunes for me to add.
A lover's concerto.
As long as she needs me.

Bryan's song.
Beyond the sea.

Close to you.
Chances are.

Graduation day.

Goodbye old girl.
It's not for me to say.

The man who wrote goldfinger.

If.

Lonesome town.
Love me tender.

Love is a many splendored thing.

Wonderful wonderful.

Unchained melody.
You'll never walk alone.

Where or when.

Volaire.

Till.

The high and mighty.

Secretly.

Since I met you baby.

Silhouettes.

Heart only you.

Hey there.

How to handle a woman.

You don't know me.

For me and my gal.

Love walked in.

Spring is here.

Witchcraft.

Anyone who had a heart.
Cheek to cheek.

The in crowd.

I may be wrong.

On a clear day.

Michelle.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.

This guy.

The last one to be loved.

Make it easy on yourself.

My cherie amour.

Never my love.

Key man.

Concert.

In the land of make believe.

Rest you little darlin'.

Just a little lovin'.

My kind of town.

Misty.

Our day will come.
Bowell was asked on the 6th of October 1999 to compile a song list for a GTR... on Sadie A

They Say It’s Wonderful: in Bb
Moonlight Becomes You
Ruby
Rosetta
But Not For Me: Bb, Dim7cov
SOLO GTR WEDDING TUNES FOR CELLO IN PART (SOME HERE FOR FUTURE, SIGNATURE different MIX, BEAT)

A CERTAIN SMILE
A DREAM IS A LASH
BRIAN'S SONG
BAMBOO BLOWN A HONEY-LOVE SONG
BAY HAI BLOOMIN A TASTE OF HONEY
BEAUTIFUL LADIES, BEAUTIFUL LADIES, BEAUTIFUL LADIES
BLOOD ON THE TRACKS
CANT HELP FALLING IN LOVE
CANT HELP LOVING THAT MAN
DANNY BOY
DON'T SLEEP IN THE SUBWAY
DREAMS ARE MY BEST FRIENDS
DREAMS ARE MORE REAL THAN WE ARE
DREAMS ARE COMING TRUE
DREAMS ARE COME TRUE
DREAMS ARE COME TRUE
DREAMS ARE COME TRUE
DREAMS ARE COME TRUE
DO YOU WANT TO BE FREE?
DO YOU WANT TO BE FREE?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
DID YOU SAY IT?
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SOLD GTR

Scene for Danny-Franklin-Memorial/tribute Celebration

A Certain Smile  
ALL THE THINGS  
ALWAYS  
AUTUMN IN N.Y.  
AUTUMN LEAVES

DON'T HATE AM

BESS, YOU'MY WOMAN

DAWNin BOY  
EASY LIVING, EMBRACE  
EXODUS  
GOOD MORNING, HEART!

GURLU HA-HA HAI

HERE'S THAT RAINY DAY  
HELDY YOUR LOVERS  
I'M GLAD THERE IS YOU

I'LL BE SEEING YOU  
ILY ARMS AROUND ME  
JUST IN TIME  
JUST ONE OF THOSE THINGS  
JUST IN TIME

LAURA Linn THE LIFE I L

Lucky Ol' SUN  
LOVE IS A FIRST MELODY (soul)

Misty  
MELANCHOLY SEREN

MONALISA

MOON LIGHT BECOMES YOU  
MOON RIVER (more)

MY FAIR THINGS

MY FUN. VAL.  
MY ONE & ONLY LOVE  
NIGHT IN NAVAGUE

Naked City Theres

OH WHAT A BEAUTIFUL MORNING

OH MAN, RIVER

ONE FOR MY BABY

PETE KELLY'S BLUES

SUMMER TIME, CANYON  
SECRET LOVE, SEPT. SONG, SMALL W  
SHALLOW WATER  
SMILE, SPOILED AS I HEAVEN

SOMEONE TO WHOMEVER ME

SPEAK LOW  
STRAIGHTEN PARADISE

SKY CAPTAIN & STELLA

THE VERY THOUGHT OF YOU

THE SHADOW OF YOUR PRAY

TENDERLY

THERE WILL NEVER BE ANY

THE WAY YOU LOOK TONIGHT

THAT'S ALL

THE GIRL NEXT DOOR

THE KIND OF LOVE THAT NEVER DIES

THING GOES  
APRIL SHOWERS  
APRIL IN PARIS

BASIN' ST. BLUES  
BIRTHDAY BLUES  
BLUES IN THE N. B.,  
BROthers

BLUE MOON  
BLUE MOON  
BLUE MOON

CAN'T HELP FALLING IN LOVE

COME, RAIN OR COME, SHINE  
CANADIAN SUNSET  
EVERYTHING'S COMIN' UP ROSES  
FASCINATION RHYTHM IS SWANK

HEART, HEARTY SOUL

I GOT RHYTHM, SOMEBODY LOVES ME

I'M OLD FASHIONED  
IT'S YOU OR NO ONE

I WISH YOU LOVE

I COULD WRITE A SONG I COULD

I'M A LADY WHO'S GOOD  
LADY BE GOOD, LOVER MAN

OUR LOVE IS HERE TO STAY

PENNIES FROM HEAVEN

ROSETTAS (col)

ROSEWOOD CAFE

SOFTLY AS IN S'S ORS) (JORDY)

SEPT. IN THE RAIN  
STOMPIN' AT THE SHOE

S'MORES

TIME AFTER TIME  
TONIGHT A LITTLE ON L.

TEACHER'S PET

THE SONG IS YOU

WHERE THERE'S MORE (SEE Y)

YOKE MARVELOUS FANFARES

UNDecided

YOU MADE ME LONELY  
YESTERDAYS (EM D7)

YOU STEPPED OUT OF A.D.

YOUR LONESOME ROAD

YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME

YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE

YOU'RE OFF TO SEE THE W

WHEN YOU'RE SMILIN'

WITH A SONG IN MY HEART

WHERE OR WHEN
STANDARDS: For Chris Nordlinger to become friends with... Producing, trios, go to...

A Foggy Day
All the Things You Are
Almost Like Being in Love
Autumn Leaves
Basin St. Blues
Bewitched, Bothered, and Bewildered
Birth of the Blues
Bluesette
Body & Soul - Bye, Bye, Blackbird
But Not for Me
Cheek to Cheek
Cherry Tree
Come Rain or Come Shine
Dancing on the Ceiling
Days of Wine and Roses
Desertado - Dolphin Dance
Don't Get Around Much Anymore
Easy Living - Easy to Love
Embraceable You
Emily - Exactly Like You
Fascinating Rhythm
Fly Me to the Moon
Fools Rush in
Four from Out of Nowhere

LIFETIME GOALS: Be able to play the head in 2 minutes:

1) Solo: Single line
2) Solo: Single line
3) Solo: Double line
4) Bass: 4 note
5) Bass: 5 note
6) Bass: 6 note
7) Bass: 7 note
8) Bass: 8 note
9) Bass: 9 note
10) Bass: 10 note

C) Comping:
   a) All kinds of colors, as given
   b) 3, 4, 5, or 6 note

D) Accompaniment:
   a) All above plus
   b) So much more

E) Optional:
   a) Solo Guitar
   b) Arranging for 2, 3, 4, or 5 voices
   c) Writing for other instruments
   d) Writing for orchestra
   e) Writing for jazz band

F) Scoring:
   a) Can utilize any of the above
   b) Composing pieces based on any of the songs you've written
      c) Be sure based on ideas generated by the rhythmic flow
      d) Melodies, melodies, melodies
      e) Fragments/figural
      f) Chord changes

G) All songs tried in at least 5 to 10 rhythm takes:
   a) Long, Mender
   b) Counterpoint, Dialogues
CAMPTOWN RACEWAY

DANNY BOY

DIAMOND HEAD

ON SUSANNAH

OLD FOLKS AT HOME

QUE SERA

SHE'LL BE COMIN' A.

SHORTIN' BREAD

STREETS OF LAREDO

WHEN JOHNNY COMES A.

YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE

SPANISH EYES

WEDDING BELLS

THIS GUY'S IN LOVE

2nd SEASON

DAD's PLACE

GOTTA TRAVEL ON

SAVING NOW

YOU ARE MY S.

QUE SERA

SHE'LL BE COMIN' A.

SHORTIN' BREAD

STREETS OF LAREDO

WHEN JOHNNY COMES A.

YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE

SPANISH EYES

WEDDING BELLS

THIS GUY'S IN LOVE

DAD's PLACE

GOTTA TRAVEL ON

SAVING NOW

YOU ARE MY S.

QUE SERA

SHE'LL BE COMIN' A.

SHORTIN' BREAD

STREETS OF LAREDO

WHEN JOHNNY COMES A.

YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE

SPANISH EYES

WEDDING BELLS

THIS GUY'S IN LOVE

DAD's PLACE

GOTTA TRAVEL ON

SAVING NOW

YOU ARE MY S.

QUE SERA

SHE'LL BE COMIN' A.

SHORTIN' BREAD

STREETS OF LAREDO

WHEN JOHNNY COMES A.

YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE

SPANISH EYES

WEDDING BELLS

THIS GUY'S IN LOVE

DAD's PLACE

GOTTA TRAVEL ON

SAVING NOW

YOU ARE MY S.

QUE SERA

SHE'LL BE COMIN' A.

SHORTIN' BREAD

STREETS OF LAREDO

WHEN JOHNNY COMES A.

YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE

SPANISH EYES

WEDDING BELLS

THIS GUY'S IN LOVE

DAD's PLACE

GOTTA TRAVEL ON

SAVING NOW

YOU ARE MY S.

QUE SERA

SHE'LL BE COMIN' A.

SHORTIN' BREAD

STREETS OF LAREDO

WHEN JOHNNY COMES A.

YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE

SPANISH EYES

WEDDING BELLS

THIS GUY'S IN LOVE

DAD's PLACE

GOTTA TRAVEL ON

SAVING NOW

YOU ARE MY S.

QUE SERA

SHE'LL BE COMIN' A.

SHORTIN' BREAD

STREETS OF LAREDO

WHEN JOHNNY COMES A.

YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE

SPANISH EYES

WEDDING BELLS

THIS GUY'S IN LOVE

DAD's PLACE

GOTTA TRAVEL ON

SAVING NOW

YOU ARE MY S.

QUE SERA

SHE'LL BE COMIN' A.

SHORTIN' BREAD

STREETS OF LAREDO

WHEN JOHNNY COMES A.

YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE

SPANISH EYES

WEDDING BELLS

THIS GUY'S IN LOVE

DAD's PLACE

GOTTA TRAVEL ON

SAVING NOW

YOU ARE MY S.

QUE SERA

SHE'LL BE COMIN' A.

SHORTIN' BREAD

STREETS OF LAREDO

WHEN JOHNNY COMES A.

YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE

SPANISH EYES

WEDDING BELLS

THIS GUY'S IN LOVE

DAD's PLACE

GOTTA TRAVEL ON

SAVING NOW

YOU ARE MY S.

QUE SERA

SHE'LL BE COMIN' A.

SHORTIN' BREAD

STREETS OF LAREDO

WHEN JOHNNY COMES A.

YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE

SPANISH EYES

WEDDING BELLS

THIS GUY'S IN LOVE

DAD's PLACE

GOTTA TRAVEL ON

SAVING NOW

YOU ARE MY S.

QUE SERA

SHE'LL BE COMIN' A.

SHORTIN' BREAD

STREETS OF LAREDO

WHEN JOHNNY COMES A.

YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE

SPANISH EYES

WEDDING BELLS

THIS GUY'S IN LOVE

DAD's PLACE

GOTTA TRAVEL ON

SAVING NOW

YOU ARE MY S.

QUE SERA

SHE'LL BE COMIN' A.

SHORTIN' BREAD

STREETS OF LAREDO

WHEN JOHNNY COMES A.

YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE

SPANISH EYES

WEDDING BELLS

THIS GUY'S IN LOVE

DAD's PLACE

GOTTA TRAVEL ON

SAVING NOW

YOU ARE MY S.

QUE SERA

SHE'LL BE COMIN' A.

SHORTIN' BREAD

STREETS OF LAREDO

WHEN JOHNNY COMES A.

YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE

SPANISH EYES

WEDDING BELLS

THIS GUY'S IN LOVE

DAD's PLACE

GOTTA TRAVEL ON

SAVING NOW

YOU ARE MY S.

QUE SERA

SHE'LL BE COMIN' A.

SHORTIN' BREAD

STREETS OF LAREDO

WHEN JOHNNY COMES A.

YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE

SPANISH EYES

WEDDING BELLS

THIS GUY'S IN LOVE

DAD's PLACE

GOTTA TRAVEL ON

SAVING NOW

YOU ARE MY S.
6-27-03 SOLO GTR

6-26-03

3 note

Contrapuntal (imitative)

Jazz: Brother can you sp. a tune i

7th from R1 as well as the Root of course.

Late 6-26 NO REPLY

6-27 Morn. You were meant for me

Inf.

He loves u & she loves u
Time after time
Zing Went the Sir.
Basin St. Bl.
Stairway to Paris.
S'Wonderful (in F)
Somebody Loves Me
It Ain't Necessarily So
A Foggy Day
In a Mellow Tone
Teacher's Pet
Moonglow

Bali Ha!
It Never Entered My Mind
Forty-Second Street
(Ad Avis)
C Umm Orf

Somewhere

Make Me
Shine

Somewhere